
CAUTION : 

Ensure that no part of the bag can touch the wheel. This
will lead to the bag getting damaged and/or may cause
personal injury. You are responsible for safely mounting
this bag to your bike. 
Suggestion : use your rear shock or a pannier rail for
support

1 Heritage Pannier

2 Pairs of Leather Mounting Belt

1 Shoulder Strap

 

Slide the small mounting belts through the leather grooves at the back of

the bag and attach to one of the bike's frame rails. 

You may want to rest a part of the bag on the rear shock.

You may additionally clasp the bottom of the bag using the square rings

and the longer leather belts to a suitable place on the motorcycle like the

rear foot rest. 

Using a blade or a very sharp knife, make a cut in the leather that is inside

the leather grooves. Make sure to cut all the way through the inside of the

bag

Pass one end of the mounting belt from inside the bag. The buckles will

be inside the bag. 

Pass the belt through the frame of the motorcycle and bring the mount

back inside the bag and tightly buckle up. 

You may want to rest a part of the bag on the rear shock.

You may additionally clasp the bottom of the bag using the square rings

and the longer leather belts to a suitable place on the motorcycle like the

rear foot rest. 
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You can also mount the bag with the mounting belt buckles inside the bag
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This method is best suited if you would like to keep the bag mounted on the

bike or if you prefer a more snug fit. 

HOW TO MOUNT

Heritage Pannier

CONTENTS OF THE PACKAGE

Make sharp cuts on the canvas

behind the grooves 


